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Jihadi Network in America !!!

The US v HLF, as well as several other major terrorism cases in the United States, reveal the 
massive Muslim Brotherhood network in America, and that jihadis use this network for 
operations here and abroad. !
The following is a brief breakdown of the Jihadi network in America followed by a few 
examples that the jihadis use this network. !
Islamic Centers/Mosques 
In 2011, Hamas (dba CAIR) released their “Mosque Study” - written by Muslim Brother Ihsan 
Bagby - which can be found here (http://faithcommunitiestoday.org/sites/
faithcommunitiestoday.org/files/The%20American%20Mosque%202011%20web.pdf) !
In this study, Hamas found that through 2010 there were 2106 Islamic Centers/Mosques/Masjids 
in all 50 states in the United States.  We know from property records and leadership that a 
significant portion of Islamic Centers/Mosques/Masjids are owned by the Muslim Brotherhood’s 
bank, the North American Islamic Trust (NAIT) and led by Muslim Brothers and, therefore, are a 
threat to the communities in which they operate. !
The Mapping Sharia project identified 81% of the Islamic Centers/Mosques surveyed advocating 
violence and jihad.  Therefore, a conservative estimate reveals 75% or approximately 1500 
Islamic Centers/Mosques in the U.S. are hostile/jihadi. !
Remember the MB identifies their Islamic Centers as the place from which they will launch the 
jihad at “zero hour.” !
Current estimates (end of 2016) indicate there may be over 3000 Islamic Centers/Mosques in the 
United States. !!!!!

http://faithcommunitiestoday.org/sites/faithcommunitiestoday.org/files/The%2520American%2520Mosque%25202011%2520web.pdf


Muslim Students Associations 
The MSAs now exist on every major college campus and university in America.  These are nodes 
for recruiting jihadis (“terrorists”).  MSA’s national website only lists approximately 200 
chapters, but a review of university and college website reveals that there are over 700 MSAs in 
the U.S. in all 50 states. !
Islamic Societies 
The Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) was created in the early 1980’s to be the 
“nucleus” for the MB’s Islamic Movement in America, and it is the largest MB organization in 
North America.  It also funds Hamas, a designated terrorist organization.  Today, there are over 
160 “Islamic Societies” in the U.S. !
Just using these three organizations, that puts the total over 2200 hostile/jihadi organizations 
operating in plain sight in our country. !
Add to this fact that after the MB published their strategic plan “An Explanatory Memorandum” 
in 1991 and then their “Implementation Manual” in 1992, there have been between 70 and 120 
Islamic non-profit organizations created every year. !
There is also a noticeable increase in Muslim owned gas stations and quick marts.  At the biggest 
hotels in America’s largest cities, a Muslim is the manager or assistant manager. !
Airport baggage handlers, taxi cab drivers, and shuttle drivers are increasingly exclusively 
Muslim. !
From a military and intelligence collection perspective, this makes perfect sense.  It also reveals 
a detailed plan to establish a network that follows the MB’s plan very closely. !!
Jihadis Use the Jihadi Network 
This network is problematic, but reveals a grave weakness in our law enforcement and 
intelligence services when we see that the majority of jihadi operations in the United States have 
relied upon this network in support of those operations. !
September 11th:  9/11 Hijackers Nawaf al Hazmi and Khalid al Mihdhar lived in San Diego, 
California and posed as foreign students prior to 9/11.  They received direct support from the 
Islamic Center of San Diego (a Muslim Brotherhood Islamic Center).  The administrator of the 
Islamic Center allowed Hazmi to use his bank account so Hazmi could receive $5,000 from 
Khalid Sheikh Mohammed’s nephew Ali Abdul Aziz Ali.  One of the attendees of the Islamic 
Center allowed Hazmi and Mihdhar to register their car using his address which was across the 
street from the Islamic Center.  (9/11 Report, page 220) !



Virginia 5:  In January 2010, Ramy Zamzam and four other young Muslim men from Northern 
Virginia were arrested in Pakistan for planning to join the jihad.  They became known as the 
“Virginia 5.”  All five men attended the ICNA Center in northern Virginia (jihadi center - ICNA 
is a known parter of the Muslim Brotherhood Movement), and Zamzam was the leader of the 
Muslim Student Association (MSA) in Washington, D.C. !
Boston Mall Plot:  Tarek Mehanna and Ahmad Abousamra were indicted by the government in a 
plot to attack shoppers in a Mall in New England in 2009.  Mehanna is in prison, but Abousamra 
fled the country after his interview with the FBI and is now the chief social media strategist for 
ISIS overseas.  Mehanna and Abousamra both attended the MB’s Islamic Center of New England 
in Sharon, Massachusetts, where Ahmad’s father Abdul-Badi Abousamra was the President.  It 
should be noted that Hafiz Masood was brought in by Abdul-Badi to be the Imam at the IC of 
New England.  Masood is the brother of Hafiz Saeed, the founder of the terrorist group Lashkar e 
Taibah who previously raised money in the Sharon, Massachusetts area. !
Lady Al Qaeda:  Aafia Siddiqui, and “affiliate” of Al Qaeda according to the FBI, was 
convicted in 2010 of attempted murder of military and FBI personnel while being interrogated at 
a prison in Afghanistan. Siddiqui was active in the MIT MSA and authored a guide encouraging 
MSA members not to water down Islamic doctrine so America could become a Muslim country. !
Virginia Jihadis:  Ali Asad Chandia was the President of the Montgomery Community College 
MSA in Maryland in 1998-1999.  Chandia was convicted in June 2006 on terror charges and 
sentenced to 15 years in prison on three separate counts of conspiracy and material support to the 
terrorist group Lashkar e Taibah. !
Ft Hood Jihad:  In 2009, Major Nidal Malik Hasan shot and killed 13 people at Ft Hood, Texas 
and wounded 30 others.  Hasan attended Hamas’ (MB) Islamic Center of Dar al Hijra in Falls 
Church, Virginia where he studied under Imam Anwar al Awlaki.  Awlaki was the Al Qaeda 
leader in Yemen who was later killed by the U.S. government in 2011.  Prior to that Awlaki spoke 
at the U.S. Capitol about the greatness of the Prophet Mohammed, then at the Pentagon, and was 
called the face of the new moderate Muslims in America by the media.  Awlaki was also the 
President of the MSA at Colorado State University. !
Boston Marathon Bombers:  The Tsarnaev brothers, who perpetrated the Boston Marathon 
bombing in April 2013, attended the Muslim Brotherhood’s Islamic Society of Boston (ISB), 
which was founded by convicted Al Qaeda financier and Muslim Brother Abdulrahman 
Alamoudi. !!
As these examples demonstrate, the Muslim Brotherhood has a significant jihadi network in the 
United States and uses this network to support, fund, and train Muslims for jihad.


